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Main features:

The Caddy System is designed to manage book-drop services that are 
distanced far apart. It uses a self navigating robot to transport bins 
between locations. It communicates with the book-drop units, smart 
bins, and sorter to complete the transportation tasks. 

The Caddy is quiet, compact, sleek and smart when navigating among 
people and obstacles. It monitors it’s own power level to ensure it can 
transport a fully loaded bin to designated points.   

A smart flap will be installed at the third party book-drop to 
communicate with the caddy to prevent returning items from 
dropping to floor when the bin is moved by the caddy .

The caddy normally works in a pair to ensure minimum disruption 
to book-drop services and maximum efficiency when engaging the 
bin.  It could work individually but efficiency and service level will be 
compromised.

Caddy System

Arcus Moves It

• Browser based task scheduling
• Light weight but stable
• Integrated charging docks
• Smart locking mechanism to engage bin
• Horizontal and upward facing localization
• Stereoscopic vision for docking guidance

Technical Specifications

Dimensions 600 (Long) x 350(Wide) x 1230(Tall) mm

Weight 25 kg

Material Aluminum chassis, Stainless Steel Suspension and 
plastic body 

Speed Max 6km/h (limited for safety), for up to 5deg 
inclined/declined floor

Load handling 100kg

Operating Voltage DC 12V  SLA 9AH battery

Charging Voltage 100-240V AC (national plug type to be 
specified on ordering) 

Display 5” touch screen on control head

Motor Direct drive BLDC Hub motors

Navigation Camera based, Dynamic route, object 
avoidance,  zone safety, wifi connectivity


